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The paper focuses the numerical modelling of material failure in a strong discontinuity setting using a continuum
format. Displacement discontinuities, like fractures, cracks, slip lines, etc., are modelled in a strong discontinuity ap-
proach, enriched by a transition from weak to strong discontinuities to get an appropriate representation of the fracture
process zone. The introduction of the strong discontinuity kinematics automatically projects any standard dissipative
constitutive model, equipped with strain softening, into a discrete traction–separation law that is fulfilled at the dis-
continuity interface. Numerical issues like a global discontinuity tracking algorithm via a heat conduction-like problem
are also presented. Some representative numerical simulations illustrate the performance of the presented approach.
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Computational failure mechanics can be understood as the set of mathematical and computational tools
aiming at: (a) identifying the mechanisms of the structural failure, (b) quantifying the corresponding critical
actions and (c) modelling the post-critical behaviour of the structures. In a fairly general setting one could
commonly identify two different types of failure:
• Geometrical failure. Connected to the global geometrically non-linear behaviour of the structure leading
to critical (unstable) spatial configurations.
• Material failure. Associated to a local specific behaviour of the material points entailing the progressive
softening of the material response that spreads across the body and leads to the structural failure.* Corresponding author. Fax: +34-93-401-1048.
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mathematical tools. Geometrical failure has been tackled from a continuum point of view through well
developed tools that include ingredients of non-linear kinematics and (in general) linear elastic or strain-
hardening constitutive equations. On the other hand, material failure has been many times associated to the
onset and development of material discontinuities which, depending on the context, have been termed
cracks, slip-lines, fractures, localization bands, etc. Linear fracture mechanics can be considered a precursor
tool and then, two different branches emerged:
(a) non-linear discrete fracture mechanics [11], based on modelling discrete cohesive surfaces, that are ruled
by specific traction–separation laws, independent from the constitutive behaviour at the bulk of the
material, whose local softening and propagation leads to the structural failure, and
(b) continuum approaches based on the classical continuum (strain localization [16], smeared cracking [26])
or the enriched continuum (gradient enrichment, Cosserat continuum, non-local models [7]) that aim at
modelling the concentration of the strains in narrow bands, via the introduction of constitutive strain
softening [32], whose propagation makes eventually the structure to fail.
More recently a third way has emerged from the introduction of the strong discontinuity concept
[1,17,28,29] that, although not always has been exploited in this sense, allows one to bridge both continuum
and discrete approaches to material failure. In fact it can be shown [19], that the introduction of strong
discontinuity kinematics in a continuum medium, ruled by continuum (stress–strain) constitutive equations
equipped with strain softening, induces the fulfillment of specific traction–separation constitutive laws at a
discrete set of propagating cohesive surfaces. This bridge can then be exploited for different purposes,
namely:
• To keep the failure analysis in a continuum format for both geometrical and material failure. In conse-
quence, simultaneous combination of both types of failure, that can become relevant for some structural
types like slender structures, becomes natural and easier.
• As a tool for identification of material properties and constitutive laws to model fracture and mate-
rial failure from laboratory tests. In fact, in many cases laboratory mechanical tests provide spatially
averaged results, in terms of local forces or local displacements, that do not discriminate continuum
from discontinuum and, therefore, do not provide direct information about traction–separation laws
which have to be assessed by some ‘‘ad hoc’’ interpretation of the results. In that sense a continuum
constitutive behaviour can be more easily drawn from laboratory tests. Then, though not necessarily,
from those continuum models the inherited discrete traction–separation laws can be analytically de-
rived.
• The aforementioned connection with non-linear fracture mechanics allows one to take advantage of
the very well known set of material properties and parameters used in non-linear fracture mechanics
to characterize material behaviour. A paradigm of this is the fracture energy concept that can be
shown to play a similar role in continuum and discrete approaches to characterize the material soften-
ing.
This paper is devoted to describe the analytical and computational ingredients of a continuum strong
discontinuity approach (CSDA) to material failure that plays that role of bridging continuum and discrete
failure mechanics [21]. After examining the physical problem to model in Section 2, a strong discontinuity
scenario is introduced in Section 3 where the effects of strong discontinuum kinematics into continuum
constitutive models are examined. Then, in Section 4, some numerical aspects like finite elements with
embedded discontinuities and discontinuity tracking algorithms are explored. Finally, in Section 5 repre-
sentative numerical simulations are undertaken.
Fig. 1. Fracture process.
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It is commonly accepted that, for quasibrittle geomaterials, fracture takes place through a transition
process, involving formation and coalescence of micro cracks [3,12], that takes a given material point from
a continuum macroscopical status to a discontinuum one. Also for ductile metallic materials, fracture is
understood as voids nucleation and coalescence, that eventually collapses into a macroscopical disconti-
nuity. This facts can be translated into the spatial locus of points, for different stages of the fracture process,
sketched in Fig. 1. There, three different zones can be distinguished:
• Diffuse failure zone. It is characterized by the initiation of the dissipation phenomena resulting into an
increase and concentration of the strains. However this fact does not translate yet into the appearance
of material discontinuities and both the strains and the stresses are spatially smooth.
• Weak discontinuity zone. The previous zone becomes narrower and the concentration of the strains shar-
per up to collapse (localize) into a discontinuous strain field 2 e. The displacement field, however, re-
mains continuous. This scenario, exhibiting discontinuous strains and continuous displacements, will
be from now on termed weak discontinuity.
• Strong discontinuity zone. The weak discontinuity develops into a band whose size is getting narrower
and narrower up to collapse into a zero thickness discontinuity band. The displacement field experiences
a real jump sut and any strain measure involving spatial gradients of the displacements becomes un-
bounded.
The three zones above constitute what in classical fracture mechanics is termed the Fracture Process
Zone ([2]). The capture of the dissipation phenomena taking place at each of them is one of the goals of the
CSDA. 32 In the context of continuum approaches this is commonly termed strain localization.
3 This motivates the kinematics considered in Section 3.1.
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Let us consider the class of non-linear, rate independent, dissipative constitutive models described by the
following ingredients:
Free energy: Wððe eðiÞÞ; qÞ; ð1aÞ
Constitutive equations:
r ¼ oeWððe eðiÞÞ; qÞ ¼ oeðiÞWððe eðiÞÞ; qÞ;
a ¼ oqWððe eðiÞÞ; qÞ;

ð1b;cÞ
Internal variable evolution:
_eðiÞ ¼ kmðrÞ;
_a ¼ k;
(
ð1d;eÞ
Yield=damage function: f ðr; qÞ  /ðrÞ  q; ð1fÞ
Softening law: _q ¼ HðqÞ _a; H < 0; q 2 ½0; ru qjt¼0 ¼ ru;qjt¼1 ¼ 0;

ð1gÞ
Loding=unloading conditions: kP 0 f 6 0 kf ¼ 0; ð1hÞ
Persistency condition: k _f ¼ 0 iff f ¼ 0; ð1iÞ
Dissipation density: D ¼ r : _e _W ¼ r : _eðiÞ  a _qP 0; ð1jÞ
where W is the density of Helmholz’s free energy, eðx; tÞ and rðx; tÞ stand for the strains and stresses,
respectively, eðiÞ are the inelastic (internal variables) strains, q is the stress-like variable and a the strain-like
internal variable (thermodynamically conjugate of q according to Eq. (1c)), k is the plastic/damage mul-
tiplier and mðrÞ the inelastic flow-tensor. In (1f) /ðrÞ is the uniaxial equivalent stress (an homogeneous
function of degree one of the stresses) and f ðr; qÞ the yield/damage function defining the elastic domain
Er :¼ fr; f ðr; qÞ  /ðrÞ  q < 0g whose size is determined by the softening variable q, that evolves
according to the softening law (1g)), in terms of the continuum softening modulus H < 0. Finally Eqs. (1h)–
(1j) are the classical equations defining the loading/unloading conditions and Eq. (1j) states the positive
character of the volumic dissipation D.
One can easily identify in the setting provided by Eq. (1) different families of continuum constitutive
equations frequently used to model continuum failure. In particular, elasto-plastic models [14,30] and
isotropic damage [31] models are obtained from the following specifications:
Elasto-plastic models: eðiÞ ¼ ep; Wððe epÞ; qÞ  1
2
ðe epÞ : C : ðe epÞ þ H1ðqÞ; ð2aÞ
Isotropic damaged models: eðiÞ ¼ 0; Wðe; qÞ  1
2
½1 dðqÞ e : C : e; ð2bÞ
where ep stands for the plastic strains, dðqÞ (06 d 6 1) is the damage variable and C ¼ k^1 1þ 2lI is the
fourth-order elasticity tensor (1 and I being, respectively, the second- and fourth-order unit tensors and k^
and l the Lame’s constants). In Eq. (2a) H1ðqÞ is the plastic potential providing the internal variable
a ¼ oqH1ðqÞ through Eq. (1c) and the softening modulus from Eq. (1g) as H1 ¼ oqH1ðqÞ.3. A strong discontinuity setting
Strong discontinuities are understood here as jumps in the displacement field experienced by solids
during deformation processes. Therefore, cracks (in concrete), fractures (in rocks) slip lines (in soils) and
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accommodate these discontinuities in a Continuum Mechanics format (despite the semantic contradiction
of both words) in such a way that existing analytical results and computational methods developed for
continuum material failure can be immediately extended to discontinuous solids. In the following sections
the main elements of this setting are presented.
3.1. Strong discontinuity kinematics: weak/strong discontinuities
Let us consider a body X experiencing a strong discontinuity along a material surface S, that splits the
body into two parts Xþ and X such that the normal n to S points to Xþ (see Fig. 2). The rate of dis-
placement field can be mathematically described as
_uðx; tÞ ¼ _uðx; tÞ þ HSs _utðx; tÞ; ð3Þ
where HS stands for the Heaviside (step) function (HSðxÞ ¼ 1 8x 2 Xþ and HSðxÞ ¼ 0 8x 2 X) and
_uðx; tÞ : X ½0; T  ! Rndim and s _utðx; tÞ : X ½0; T  ! Rndim are continuous functions (ndim and (½0; T ) being,
respectively, the dimension of the problem and the time interval of interest). Then, the continuum rate of
strains field compatible with the displacements (3) can be written as (see Fig. 2)
Strong discontinuity kinematics:
_eðx; tÞ ¼ $s _u ¼ _eðx; tÞ|fflffl{zfflffl}
regular ðboundedÞ
þ dSðs _ut nÞS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
singular ðunboundedÞ
;
s _ut ¼ _ujX2Xþ\S  _ujx2X\S ;
8><
>: ð4Þ
where $s stands for the symmetric gradient operator and dS is the Dirac’s delta function placed at S
($HS ¼ dSn in the distributional sense). Observe, in Eq. (4) and Fig. 2, the unbounded character of the
strain field at the discontinuity interface S, which constitutes the most relevant feature of the strong dis-
continuity kinematics. For the subsequent mathematical analysis it is convenient to consider a regularized
version of the kinematics in Eq. (4) by defining a discontinuity band Sh (of bandwidth h) containing the
discontinuity surface S (see Fig. 3) and approaching the Dirac’s delta function dS by a sequence of
h-regularized Dirac’s delta functions, dhS , defined as
dS ¼ lim
h!0
dhSðxÞ; dhSðxÞ ¼
1
h
lhSðxÞ; lhSðxÞ ¼ 1 8x 2 S
h;
0 8x 2 X n Sh;

ð5ÞFig. 2. Strong discontinuity kinematics.
Fig. 3. Regularized strong discontinuity kinematics.
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_eðx; tÞ ¼ _eðx; tÞ|fflffl{zfflffl}
regular ðboundedÞ
þ 1
h
lhSðs _ut nÞS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
singular ðunbounded as h!0Þ
: ð6Þ
The kinematics of Eq. (6) allows one to introduce a new ingredient, which becomes necessary for
purposes of modelling the fracture process zone described in Section 2 and Fig. 1. We shall consider the
possibility for the bandwidth of the discontinuity interface, h, to be different from zero (h 6¼ 0) so that,
according to Eq. (6), the strain field is bounded and it is characterized in terms of an apparent jump
measured as the difference of the displacement field at both sides of the band (see Fig. 3) sut ¼
ujx2Sþ  ujx2S . We will name such situation weak discontinuity and, for the subsequent analysis, we will
characterize it by an slight modification in Eq. (5) neglecting the bandwidth h in front of the typical size of
the body X and, therefore, considering the discontinuity surface S instead of the discontinuity band Sh in
such equation i.e.
Weak–strong discontinuity kinematics
_eðx; tÞ ¼ _eðx; tÞ þ 1h lSðs _ut nÞS ; lSðxÞ ¼
1 x 2 S;
0 x 2 X n S;

Weak discontinuity: h 6¼ 0;
Strong discontinuity: h! 0;
8><
>:
ð7Þ
In this context, the process of formation of a strong discontinuity at a material point P of the body can
be modelled as a weak discontinuity that collapses into a strong discontinuity at a certain time of the
deformation process (see Fig. 4). At time tB (from now on the bifurcation time) the stress–strain field
bifurcates, according to the kinematics of Eq. (7), 4 with s _ut 6¼ 0, resulting in a localization band of
bandwidth hB (see Fig. 4(a)) which characterizes the onset of a weak discontinuity. At subsequent times the
bandwidth decreases ruled by a certain (material property) bandwidth evolution law (see Fig. 4(d)) up to
reach a null value (for computational purposes, a very small parameter k) 5 at time tSD (from now on the4 This bifurcation consists of increasing the strains inside the band and decreasing them outside. In consequence the strains begin to
localize.
5 This minimum bandwidth value, k, should be as small as permitted by the machine precision.
Fig. 4. Onset and development of a discontinuity: bandwidth law.
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time interval ½tB; tSD a weak discontinuity appears at P which collapses into a strong discontinuity at time
t ¼ tSD. Finally for tP tSD a full strong discontinuity develops. More details can be found in Refs. [20,21]
and [24].
The kinematics described so far in Eq. (7) and the devised mechanism of formation of a strong dis-
continuity in Fig. 4, match the fracture process scheme in Fig. 1. Now, one can characterize the different
zones of the fracture process zone as
• Material points that have already reached the non-linear behaviour (damage, plastic, etc.) but not having
bifurcated yet. They define a zone with continuous non-linear behaviour (diffuse failure zone in Fig. 1).
• Material points that have already bifurcated and, thus, experiencing a weak discontinuity kinematics,
sut 6¼ 0, with a non-zero bandwidth (weak discontinuity zone in Fig. 1).
• Material points that have reached the strong discontinuity regime, h ¼ k ’ 0 (strong discontinuity zone
in Fig. 1).
In this context, Eq. (7) can be integrated along time (for t > tSD) as follows:
eðx; tÞ ¼
Z t
0
_eðx; tÞdt ¼
Z t
0
_eðx; tÞdt þ
Z tSD
tB
1
hðtÞ lSðs _ut nÞ
S
dt|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
eSD ðboundedÞ
þ
Z t
tSD
1
k
lSðs _ut nÞS dt|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
1
klSðbnÞS
; ð8Þ
where the material surface character of Sð _n ¼ 0Þ has been considered. Therefore,
eðx; tÞ ¼ eSD|{z}
ðboundedÞ
þ lS
1
k
ðb nÞS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðunboundedÞ
for k!0
; ð9aÞ
bðx; tÞ ¼ sutðx; tÞ  sutðx; tSDÞ 8tP tSD; ð9bÞ
where b is the incremental displacement jump since the strong discontinuity onset at tSD. Again, the split of
the strain field into bounded and unbounded counterparts is emphasized in Eq. (9).
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Let us denote eXnS ¼ ejx2XnS and rXnS ¼ rjx2XnS stresses at the continuous bulk of the body, and eS ¼ ejx2S
and rS ¼ rjx2S those entities evaluated at the discontinuity interface S. A crucial point in the present
scenario is to postulate the traction continuity across the discontinuity interface S. This condition can be
stated, in total and rate forms, as
Traction continuity! r
þ
XnS  n ¼ rXnS  n ¼ rS  n ¼Tðx; tÞ
_rþXnS  n ¼ _rXnS  n ¼ _rS  n ¼ _Tðx; tÞ
(
8x 2 S 8t 2 ½0; T ; ð10a;bÞ
where rþXnS ¼ rXnS jx2oXþ\S and rXnS ¼ rXnS jx2oX\S . The first equality in Eqs. (10a) and (10b) is classically
postulated in continuum mechanics, and the second is a natural extension motivated by the adopted
continuum format that takes into consideration the material points in the discontinuity interface S. Eq. (10)
leads to fundamental conclusions about the boundedness of the stress and stress-like fields, rS and qS ,
through the following reasoning:
1. The constitutive model (1) returns bounded stresses for bounded input strains. Since, according to Eq.
(6), the strains at the bulk eXnS ¼ e are bounded, so must be the stresses rXnS and the corresponding trac-
tions T ¼ rþXnS  n ¼ rXnS  n in Eq. (10a).
2. In order to assure the condition above, the stresses at the discontinuity interface rS must be bounded.
Otherwise boundedness of T ¼ rS  n could not be guaranteed in Eq. (10a) for any value of n. From
the rate version of the traction continuity (10b) we conclude, from a similar reasoning, that _rS is also
bounded.
3. As for the stress-like variable qS ¼ qjx2S in Eq. (1g) it is bounded by construction (q 2 ½0; ru). In addition,
from the persistency condition (1i) and the bounded character of the uniaxial equivalent stress /ðrÞ in Eq.
(1f)
kS _fS ¼ 0)
kS ¼ 0! _qS ¼ HkS ¼ 0
kS 6¼ 0! _fS ¼ or/ðrSÞ : _rS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðboundedÞ
 _qS ¼ 0
8><
>:
9>=
>;) _qS ¼ bounded:
Therefore, we conclude the bounded character of rS , _rS , qS and _qS. This fact will be taken into con-
sideration in next sections.
3.3. Discrete free energy
Let us now consider, at the strong discontinuity regime (tP tSD; h ¼ k ! 0), the density of free energy
Wjx2S ¼ WS of Eq. (1a) in the discontinuity interface S, and its surface counterpart W, from now on termed
discrete free energy which, in the context of the regularization procedure sketched in Fig. 3, can be written as
wðeSðeSD; bÞ; eðiÞS ; qSÞ ¼
free energy
unit surface
¼ free energy
unit volume|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
wS
 unit volume
unit surface|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
h
¼ lim
h!0
hwðeðeSD; bÞ; eðiÞS ; qSÞ; ð11Þ
where the functional dependences wðe; eðiÞ; qÞ and eSðeSD; bÞ, stated in Eqs. (1a) and (9), have been
emphasized. These dependences can be reduced by the following algebraic procedure:
ow
oeSD
¼ lim
h!0
h
owS
oeSD
¼ lim
h!0
h
owS
oeS|{z}
rS
:
oeS
oeSD|ffl{zffl}
I
¼ lim
h!0
h rS|{z}
ðboundedÞ
¼ 0; ð12aÞ
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oeðiÞS
¼ lim
h!0
h
owS
oeðiÞS|{z}
rS
¼  lim
h!0
h rS|{z}
ðboundedÞ
¼ 0; ð12bÞ
where Eqs. (9a) and (1b), and the bounded character of rS stated in Section 3.2 have been considered. From
Eqs. (11) and (12) the functional dependences of w can be stated as wðb; qSÞ. Let us now define the discrete
internal variable a as
a ¼ 0; t 2 ½0; tSD ð13aÞ
a ¼ hðaS  aSDS Þ )
aS ¼ aSDS þ 1h a
_aS ¼ 1h _a
(
8tP tSD: ð13bÞ
where aSDS ¼ aSðtÞjt¼tSD . Let us now define the discrete plastic/damage multiplier k as
k ¼ _a ¼ h _aS ¼ hk; ð14Þ
where, Eqs. (1e) and (13b) have been considered. Now, taking into consideration Eqs. (1b) and (9a) and
(13) one can write
owðb; qSÞ
ob
¼ lim
h!0
h
owS
oe|{z}
rS
:
oe
ob|{z}
1
hð1nÞS
¼ lim
h!0
h
1
h
rS  n|ffl{zffl}
T
¼T; ð15aÞ
owðb; qSÞ
oqS
¼ lim
h!0
h
owS
oqS|{z}
aS
lim
h!0
h aS|{z}
1
ha
¼ lim
h!0
h
1
h
a ¼ a; ð15bÞ
which qualifies the discrete free energy wðb; qSÞ as a potential for the tractions T and the discrete internal
variable a, in terms of their respective conjugate variables b and qS .
Remark 1. Eq. (15) hints at a crucial consequence of the insertion of strong discontinuity kinematics into
continuum (stress–strain) models: the projection of these continuum models into discrete (traction–dis-
placement jump) ones. In fact, the discrete free energy w, obtained as the surface counterpart of the
continuum free energy density wS , turns into a potential for the nominal tractionT ¼ rS  n, with respect to
the incremental jump b, as shown in Eq. (15a). This suggests that a discrete constitutive model
T ¼Tðb; qSÞ can be derived from that discrete free energy and, therefore, from the inclusion of a strong
discontinuity kinematics in the original continuum model (1).
In a similar manner one can compute the surface dissipationD as the discrete counterpart of the volumic
dissipation D of Eq. (1j) at the discontinuity interface S:
D ¼ lim
h!0
hDS ¼ lim
h!0
hðrS : _eS  _WSÞ ¼ lim
h¼k!0
h rS : _eSD|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
ðboundedÞ
0
B@
2
64 þ rS : 1k ð _b nÞ
1
CA
S375 lim
h!0
hð _WS|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
_w
Þ
¼ rS : ð _b nÞS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
T _b
 _wðb; qSÞ ¼T  _b
ow|{z}
ob|{z}
T
 _b o
w
oqS|{z}
a
_qS ¼ a _qS; ð16Þ
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surface dissipation density D can be written as
D ¼T  _b _w ¼ a _qS P 0: ð17Þ3.4. Softening modulus regularization: discrete softening modulus
Let us consider the continuum softening law (1g) at the discontinuity interface S for the strong dis-
continuity regime (tP tSD; h ¼ k ! 0). From the rate version of Eq. (13) one obtains
_qS ¼ HðqSÞ _aS
_aS ¼ 1h _a ¼ 1k _a
(
) _qS|{z}
ðboundedÞ
¼ HðqSÞ _aS ¼ HðqSÞ 1h|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
HðqSÞ
_a; ð18Þ
which states the discrete counterpart of the softening law as
Discrete softening law! _qS|{z}
ðboundedÞ
¼ HðqSÞ _a|{z}
ðboundedÞ
; ð19Þ
where the discrete softening modulus H is obtained, from Eq. (18), in terms of the continuum softening
modulus H
Softening regularization condition! H ¼ 1
h
H ) H ¼ hH : ð20Þ
Notice that, as emphasized in Eq. (19), _qS and _a are bounded and, therefore, so is the discrete softening
modulus H 6 0 that can be immediately related to material properties like the peak stress ru and the fracture
energy Gf [3]. In fact, integration of the surface dissipation density (17) along the dissipation process, leads
to the concept of fracture energy expressed as the surface density of energy dissipated in the whole process
of formation of a fracture
Gf ¼
Z 1
0
Ddt ¼
Z 1
0
a _qS dt ¼
Z 1
0
qS _adt 
Z 1
0
d
dt
ðqSaÞdt|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
¼0
¼
Z 1
0
qS da ¼ Aðru;HÞ; ð21Þ
where A stands for the area under the softening curve qSðaÞ in the space (qS, a) and Eq. (1g) (qS jt¼1 ¼ 0) and
(13a) (ajt¼1 ¼ 0) have been considered. Therefore, in this setting the discrete softening modulus H becomes
the actual material property instead of the standard continuum softening modulus H .
Remark 2. The softening regularization condition (19) has been strictly deduced for the strong disconti-
nuity regime (tP tSD; h ¼ k ! 0). However, in the context of the variable bandwidth model of Section 3.1 it
will also be assumed for the entire discontinuity regime (tP tB) in order to assure a smooth transition from
the weak to the strong discontinuity regimes.
Remark 3. From Eq. (20) it emerges, for the strong discontinuity regime, the (k-regularized) null value of
the continuum softening modulus (H ! 0 as h ! 0). This fact has been some times related to the ‘‘dis-
tributional character of the inverse of H ’’.
3.5. Complementary energy potentials: strong discontinuity conditions
Let us now consider the complementary free energy of the constitutive model, obtained as the Legendre
transformation of the free energy W in Eq. (1a)
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and, therefore
orGðr; aÞ ¼ ðe eðiÞÞ; ð23aÞ
oaGðr; aÞ ¼ q: ð23bÞ
The discrete counterpart of G shall be the discrete surface complementary energy G defined as
G ¼ lim
h!0
hGðrS ; aSÞ: ð24Þ
Substitution of Eqs. (24) and (9a) into Eq. (22) for the strong discontinuity regime (tP tSD; h ¼ k ! 0)
leads to
oG
or
¼ lim
h¼k!0
ohGðrS ; aSÞ
or
¼ lim
h¼k!0
hðe eðiÞS Þ ¼ limh¼k!0 h eSD|{z}
bounded
0
@ þ 1
k
ðb nÞS  eðiÞS
1
A
¼ ðb nÞS  lim
h!0
heðiÞS ) limh!0 h
oGðrS ; aSÞ
or

þ eðiÞðrS; aSÞ

¼ ðb nÞS : ð25Þ
Let us consider the orthonormal basis fe^1  n; e^2; e^3g. Due to the particular rank-one structure of the
right-hand side of Eq. (25), components ðÞ22, ðÞ23 and ðÞ33 of such equation, in that basis, read
Strong discontinuity conditions! lim
h!0
h
oGðrS ; aSÞ
orij

þ eðiÞij ðrS; aSÞ

¼ 0;
i; j 2 f2; 3g 8tP tSD; ð26Þ
which constitutes a set of three equations that must be fulfilled at the strong discontinuity regime. They can
be understood as a restriction on the stress states liable to happen at the discontinuity interface for t > tSD.
Remark 4. Since the three strong discontinuity conditions (26) involve the six components of rS , they
implicitly define the components r22, r33, r13 as functions of the remaining components of rS i.e.: the
components of the traction T ¼ rS  n  ½r11; r12; r13T. Therefore the stress state at the strong disconti-
nuity regime can be written as
rS ¼ RSðTÞ 8tP tSD; ð27Þ
which states that the stress state at the discontinuous interface S is driven by its n-projection (rS  n), i.e. the
traction T.
For the class of constitutive models specified in Eq. (2) it can be easily proven from Eq. (26) that the
following strong discontinuity conditions result:
: ð28Þ
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the onset of the strong discontinuity regime up to the, necessary, fulfillment of the strong discontinuity
conditions (28) or, conversely, a procedure to smoothly induce the strong discontinuity conditions since
they will not, in general, be fulfilled at the bifurcation time tB.
3.6. Discrete constitutive model
The elements developed in Sections 3.3–3.5 can be now put together to render the following discrete
constitutive model induced, from the continuum constitutive model (1), by the strong discontinuity kinematics
(9):
Free energy: wðb; qSÞ; ð29aÞ
Constitutive equations:
T ¼ obwðb; qSÞ;
a ¼ oqSwððb; qSÞ;
(
ð29b;cÞ
Internal variable evolution: _a ¼ k; ð29dÞ
Yield=damage function: FðT; qSÞ  /ðrðTÞÞ  qS ; ð29eÞ
Softening law:
_qS ¼ HðqSÞ _a H 6 0;
qS 2 ½0; qSD qSD :¼ qS jt¼tSD ;

ð29f ;gÞ
Loading=unloading conditions: kP 0 F6 0 kF ¼ 0; ð29hÞ
Persistency conditions: k _F ¼ 0 if F ¼ 0; ð29iÞ
Surface dissipation: D ¼T  _b _w ¼ a _qS : ð29jÞRemark 6. At the onset of the strong discontinuity regime (t ¼ tSD) the incremental jump is null (bSD ¼ 0)
according to its definition in Eq. (9b) whereas TSD is not. Therefore the initial secant modulus QSD of the
discrete model (29) defined through TSD ¼ QSD  bSD is infinite. This fact qualifies the projected discrete
model as a ‘‘rigid model’’ a feature frequently required, on physical grounds, to ‘‘ad hoc’’ devised models
for cohesive interfaces.4. Computational issues
A variety of computational schemes can be inserted in the strong discontinuity scenario presented in
Section 3. As for the spatial discretization, both the boundary element and (more widely) the finite element
methods can be used for those purposes. In addition some particular aspects as propagation of the dis-
continuity interfaces require the development of specific techniques that are presented in next sections.
4.1. Finite elements with embedded discontinuities
In the finite element simulation context, it should be expected that the best performance is provided by
those finite elements specifically devised for the considered problem, i.e. finite elements equipped with
deformation modes liable to capture the displacements jumps that characterize the strong discontinuities.
Fig. 5. Elemental enrichment mode MeS .
Fig. 6. Nodal enrichment mode.
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build up on the basis of a standard finite element which is enriched with additional displacement/strain
modes that make it compatible with the strong discontinuity kinematics of Eq. (7). In this context, two
different families can be distinguished:
• Elemental enrichment (see for instance [1,9,13,18]). The support of the enriching discontinuity mode is
elemental (see Fig. 5) and, in consequence, the additional internal discontinuous degrees of freedom
can be condensed at the elemental level. The displacement jump is element-wise constant.
• Nodal enrichment (see for instance [4,33]). The support of the enriching discontinuous mode is the same
than for the nodal shape functions of the underlying element (see Fig. 6). The regular nodes of the en-
riched set of elements are increased with additional degrees of freedom (two per node in 2D cases) whose
interpolation provides a (continuous across the elements) jump displacement field. The additional de-
grees of freedom cannot be condensed at element level.
Detailed description of finite elements with embedded discontinuities is out of the scope of this work.
The interested reader is addressed to Ref. [22] for that purpose.
4.2. Discontinuity tracking
Constructing the additional discontinuous modes for the finite elements with embedded discontinuities
presented in Section 4.1, requires the determination of the set of enriched elements (see Figs. 5 and 6) and
the position of the discontinuity path inside every element of that set. The strategies devoted to predict-
ing and capturing the geometrical position of those discontinuity paths 6 will be from now on termed
discontinuity tracking algorithms. They are based on the knowledge of the following ingredients for every
material point P of the body [25]:6 Along this section the term discontinuity refers to the appearance of both types of discontinuities (weak and strong) discussed in
Section 3.1.
Fig. 7. Discontinuity paths.
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responds to the end of the elastic regime in the bulk through the fulfillment of some yield or damage
criterion. On a more rigorous theoretical basis, and in the spirit of the mechanism considered in Section
3.1, propagation can be triggered 7 the first time tBðxÞ that a material bifurcation criterion (loss of
strong ellipticity) is fulfilled [23,27,34].
(b) A direction of propagation. This direction is given either on a empirical basis (for instance, the propa-
gation direction is made orthogonal to the maximum tensile stress) or it is supplied by more sophisti-
cated material bifurcation analyses [23,27].
On this basis let us consider a two-dimensional body X, liable to experience discontinuities that can take
place along multiple discontinuity paths. Let us denote these discontinuity paths Si i 2 f1; . . . ndg where nd is
the number of them (see Fig. 7(a)). Each of them is characterized by its root ri, the first material point (in a
finite element context the first finite element) in Si to fulfill the stated failure criterion. Let us also assume
that for each material point x of X (every element of the finite element mesh) a propagation direction Tðx; tÞ
(orthogonal to the normal n to the discontinuity path) is available at every time of the analysis t 2 ½0; T .
In this scenario, tracking algorithms can be classified into [25]:
• Propagation algorithms (see Fig. 8): based on the recursive propagation from a seed 8 (root) to the neigh-
bor elements by means of inter-element continuous straight segments. For a unique discontinuity path S,
the algorithm, at every time step of the analysis, propagates from the root through the mesh by means of
the following steps:
1. As an element, e, is reached by S at the ‘‘input position’’ I ðeÞS (see Fig. 8) the discontinuity path is prop-
agated along the element, according to the direction of the propagation vector TðxðeÞ; tÞ  TðeÞðtÞ, to
determine the ‘‘output position’’ OðeÞS .
2. Position OðeÞS , in the corresponding elemental side, is then transmitted to the neighbour element as a
new input position I ðeþ1ÞS  OðeÞS .
Steps 1 and 2 are repeated up to the boundary of X is reached at both ends of S. As an element, e,
fulfills the local failure criterion, the corresponding points I ðeÞS and O
ðeÞ
S are frozen and the elemental
discontinuity path SðeÞ becomes part of the consolidated discontinuity path, no longer changed in
subsequent time steps. 97 In a finite element computational setting, the numerical bifurcation must be artificially triggered at the considered finite element by
imposing elastic behaviour (which should result into elastic unloading) at the bulk X n S (regular sampling points) and inelastic loading
at the discontinuity interface S (singular sampling points).
8 The seed position can be either imposed by the user, or automatically computed as the first point (element) to fulfill the failure
criterion.
9 This makes the algorithm consistent with the material character of the discontinuity path ( _n ¼ 0 for tP tB).
(a)
(b)
Fig. 9. Discontinuity tracking in a 2D problem using a global algorithm.
Fig. 8. Discontinuity tracking in a 2D problem using a propagation algorithm.
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ment with embedded discontinuities are determined. Only those elements crossed by S are allowed to
soften and to activate the discontinuity modes (7).
Indeed, the algorithm requires handling of a side-connectivity array signaling those elements that
share their sides with a given one, which breaks its local character and, therefore, its element level
implementation in a finite element code. Although very intuitive and straightforward to implement,
application of this type of algorithm to multiple discontinuity lines or to 3D cases is cumbersome.
Recent level set type tracking algorithms, based on the propagation of moving surfaces ruled by an
advection equation, could be a way to alleviate those problems [4,15].
• Global tracking algorithms (see Fig. 9). They aim at determining, at once, all the lines (in 2D), or surfaces
(in 3D), candidates to be discontinuity paths and, then, identify among them the relevant (active) ones.
The algorithm lies on the following steps:
1. Trace the envelopes of the propagation vector field. Since, by construction, at every point x of the dis-
continuity paths Si, the tangent has the sense of the propagation vector Tðx; tÞ, then the Si are seg-
ments of the family of curves enveloping the vector field T (see Fig. 9). Therefore, construction of
the envelopes implicitly supplies all the Si at time t. These envelopes can be described by a function
hðxÞ whose level contours (hðxÞ¼ constant) define all the possible discontinuity lines as (see Fig. 9)
Si :¼ fx 2 X; hðxÞ ¼ hSig ð30Þ
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provided. There hðxÞ stands for the temperature field that is the solution of a stationary heat con-
duction problem and, therefore, Si are segments of the isothermal lines. In the context of a thermal
finite element analysis, this algorithm returns the nodal temperature values hðkÞ.
2. Identify the active discontinuity lines and their corresponding temperature level. For every root element
ri, it is considered that the discontinuity path passes through its centroid (see Fig. 9(a)). Consequently,
the corresponding temperature level is the average of the nodal temperatures for this root element
hSi ¼
1
n
Xn
k¼1
hðkÞ; ð31Þ
where n stands for the number of nodes of the element (i.e.: n ¼ 3, for linear triangles and n ¼ 4 for
linear quadrilaterals or tetrahedra). Then, temperatures hSi i ¼ 1; . . . nd (the reference temperatures)
identify the corresponding discontinuity paths Si.
3. Determine the position of the discontinuity line inside a given element. Once the nodal temperatures hðkÞ
and the reference temperatures hSi are known, the position of Si inside a given element e can be imme-
diately determined through the following algorithm (see Fig. 9(b)):
: ð32Þ
Notice that no information from the neighbour elements is required in the preceding algorithm. This
fact confers to the algorithm some interesting local character that can be exploited for implemen-
tation purposes.
4. Identification of the root, ri of a new discontinuity path Si. Any element e, satisfying for the first time
the failure criterion, is declared the root rnd, of a new discontinuity line Snd, whenever it is not crossed
by any discontinuity line Si i 2 f1; . . . ; nd  1g according to the previous algorithm.
5. Freeze the consolidated part of the discontinuity paths. Temperatures, at all the nodes of those elements
fulfilling the local failure criterion (failed elements) at time t, are frozen for future time steps. This
makes consistent the algorithm with the material character of consolidated discontinuity paths
( _n ¼ 0).
4.3. Enveloping the propagation vector field: heat conduction-like problem
Let us now focus on a procedure to compute the envelopes of a vector field TðxÞ ¼ ½Tx; Ty T in a two-
dimensional domain X. We shall assume that TðxÞ is a unit vector field, i.e.:
T  T ¼ kTk2 ¼ 1; ð33Þ
whose sense shall be not relevant. The final goal is to obtain a function hðxÞ whose level lines, defined by
Eq. (30), are envelopes of T. Since those contours are orthogonal to $h, function hðxÞ shall be the solution
of the following partial differential equation:
T  $h ¼ $h  T ¼ oh
oT
¼ 0; in X; ð34Þ
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times T one obtains
oh
oT
¼ 0() T oh
oT
¼ ðT TÞ  $h ¼ K  $h ¼ 0; ð35aÞ
K :¼ T T: ð35bÞ
Now defining
q ¼ K  $h; ð36Þ
we consider the following boundary value problem:
Find: hðxÞ satisfying:
$  q ¼ 0 in X; ð37aÞ
q ¼ K  $h ¼ T oh
oT
in X; ð37bÞ
q  m ¼ ðm  TÞ oh
oT
¼ 0 on oqX; ð37cÞ
h ¼ h; on ohX; ð37dÞ
where m is the outward normal to the boundary oX and oqX and ohX (oqX [ ohX ¼ oX) stand, respectively,
for those parts of the boundary oX were Newman and Dirichlet conditions are prescribed. If the Dirichlet
boundary conditions (37d) are compatible with condition ohoT ¼ 0 then a solution satisfying
hðxÞ 6¼ constant; oh
oT
¼ 0 ð38Þ
is the solution of problem (37) as can be checked by substitution of Eq. (38) in (37).
Problem (37) can be regarded as the steady-state heat conduction equation in X (see Fig. 10), for the case
of no internal heat sources and null heat flux input (qm ¼ q  m ¼ 0) on the boundary oqX (adiabatic
boundary). In this case h plays the role of the temperature field, q is the conduction flux vector and K is a,
point dependent, anisotropic thermal conductivity tensor given by
KðTðxÞÞ ¼ T T  T
2
x TxTy
TxTy T 2y
 
: ð39ÞFig. 10. Stationary heat conduction problem.
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by the direction of the propagation vector field T and not by its sense.
Remark 8. The rank-one character of the conductivity tensor (39) can be source of ill-posedness of the heat
conduction problem 10 (37). Indeed, since the flux vector q, in Eq. (37b), has a null component in the
direction n orthogonal to T, from Eq. (38) the value of the directional derivative ohoN :¼ $h N is not
determined and the evolution of the solution of the problem, hðxÞ, in the direction n is undefined. In order
to overcome the extra singularity problems associated to this fact in numerical simulation settings, the
conductivity tensor (39) can be modified as follows:
K ¼ T Tþ 1; ð40Þ
where 1 is the unit tensor and  is an isotropic algorithmic conductivity, small enough to fulfill, for practical
purposes, Eq. (38) but sufficiently large to break down the singularity of K.
4.3.1. Finite element formulation
Given a finite element discretization of X, with nelem elements and nnode nodes the discrete counterpart of
the continuum problem (37) follows from standard procedures [35]. It can be summarized as follows:
Find
hhðxÞ ¼
Xi¼nnode
i¼1
Nihi ¼ ½NT  ½h; hijohX ¼ h;
½N :¼ ½N1; . . . ;Nnnode T;
½h :¼ ½h1; . . . ; hnnode T
( ð41Þ
such that
K  h ¼ 0;
hijohX ¼ h;
K ¼
Z
X
½$NT½K½$NdX;
ð42Þ
where NiðxÞ are the standard shape functions and K is the resulting stiffness matrix. Eq. (42) define a linear
thermal problem that has to be solved at the beginning of every time step of the original mechanical
problem, this providing the required position of the discontinuity paths inside the finite element mesh
according to the algorithm in Eq. (32).
If there is no prescribed temperature (ohX ¼ ; ) oqX ¼ oX) then the rank of K is nnode  1. Thus, the
temperature has to be prescribed at, at least, one node in order to provide a unique solution of system (42).
In addition, in order to preclude solutions of the type h¼ constant (which would not distinguish the dif-
ferent isothermal lines) the temperature should be prescribed at one additional node. The values of the
prescribed temperatures are irrelevant for the goal of the model whenever they are not imposed on two
points of the same isothermal line.10 For numerical simulation purposes, such ill-posedness has only been found for very specific finite element meshes with sides
oriented along the isothermal lines. For general meshes, it appears some little numerical extra-conductivity enough to break the ill-
posedness.
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Generalization, from the 2D case considered above, to the general 3D case follows trivially. Let nðxÞ be a
family of unit vectors, defined at every point in the domainX, determining the direction normal to the plane of
propagation of the discontinuity. Then, let S(x) andT(x) be any couple of unit vectors orthogonal to n so that
S  n ¼ T  n ¼ 0; ð43Þ
thus defining the plane (tangent to them) of propagation of the discontinuity. The family of surfaces
(tracking surfaces), enveloping both vectors, S and T, can be described by a scalar (temperature-like)
function hðxÞ such that the isothermal surfaces
Si :¼ fx 2 X; hðxÞ ¼ hSig ð44Þ
for all the meaningful values of hSi are tangent at each point x 2 X to vectors S and T. Therefore
S  $h ¼ $h  S ¼ oh
oS
¼ 0
T  $h ¼ $h  T ¼ oh
oT
¼ 0
9>=
>; in X; ð45Þ
Solutions of problem (45) are also solutions of the following stationary heat conduction problem:
Find: hðxÞ satisfying:
$  q ¼ 0 in X; ð46aÞ
q ¼ K  $h ¼ S oh
oS
 T oh
oT
in X; ð46bÞ
q  m ¼ ðm  SÞ oh
oS
¼ þðm  TÞ oh
oT
¼ 0 on oqX; ð46cÞ
h ¼ h on ohX; ð46dÞ
where the anisotropic conductivity tensor K is given by
KðSðxÞ;TðxÞÞ ¼ S Sþ T T: ð47Þ
The finite element discretization of problem (46) follows the steps of Section 4.3.1 and the temperatures
have to be prescribed at, at least, two points to obtain meaningful solutions. Once the temperature field hðxÞ
is determined at every node of the finite element mesh, a local (at elemental level) algorithm, the
straightforward extension of the one in Eq. (32) to 3D cases, allows one to determine the exact position of
the discontinuity surface inside every element.
4.3.3. 3D representative simulation
Now the algorithm is applied to the case of a normal field nðxÞ oriented in the radial direction of a cube
(see Fig. 11) with the origin at vertex O. That normal field is then
nðxÞ ¼ xjxj ;
½nðxÞ ¼ ½nx; ny ; nzT
ð48Þ
from which a couple of tangent vectors, S and T, can be immediately extracted as
SðxÞ ¼ ½0; nz;ny T;
½TðxÞ ¼ ½nz; 0;nxT:
ð49Þ
In Fig. 11(a) the considered finite element mesh, consisting of 1489 tetrahedra, is presented and in Fig.
11(b) the isothermal surfaces are plotted together with the prescribed temperatures. Notice that, as ex-
pected, the envelopes are spherical surfaces centered at vertex O.
Fig. 11. 3D envelopes of a spherical vector field.
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The approach presented so far is now applied to the numerical simulation of the material failure due to
the appearance of multiple strong discontinuities. For those purposes the following ingredients have been
considered:
• Finite elements with embedded discontinuities with elemental enrichment. The non-symmetric formula-
tion described in [22] which has proven to be very efficient, is used for all the simulations.
• The isotropic continuum damage model presented in [10] is employed in all the examples. In order to
associate failure (and, thus, fracture) to tension stress states (as it is common for quasibrittle materials
like concrete) the original iso-tension/compression failure model is slightly modified, to become an only
tension damage model, in the following sense: the positive (tension) part of the stress tensor is defined
as
rþ :¼
X3
i¼1
hriipi  pi; ð50Þ
where hi stands for the Macaulay brackets, ri for the principal stresses, and pi for the principal stress
directions. Then, the uniaxial equivalent stress in Eq. (1f) is defined as
/ðrÞ :¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eðrþ : C1 : rÞ
q
; ð51Þ
where E is the Young’s modulus and C the usual elasticity tensor.
5.1. Four-points bending test with two notches
The four-points bending test shown in Fig. 12, on a concrete specimen, has been analyzed by using plane
stress conditions.
Fig. 13. Four-point bending test for a double-notched beam. Load/displacement curve, and evolution of the active cracks at the center
of the specimen.
Fig. 12. Four-point bending test for a double-notched beam (from Bocca et al. 1991).
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structure collapsed due to the formation of two primary cracks as displayed in Fig. 12.
Fig. 13 shows the load/displacement curve obtained in the numerical simulation together with the active
(opening) crack pattern at the central part of the specimen at different stages of the analysis (marked as (a),
(b) and (c) on the load/displacement curve). Before the critical (peak) load (stages (a) and (b)), in addition
to several minor (secondary) cracks, two primary symmetric cracks are observed to propagate from the
notches matching the experimental cracks. After the peak, load stage (c), only one of the primary cracks
remains active while the other arrests.
In order to illustrate the role of the global tracking algorithm of Section 4.2, in Fig. 14 the final crack
pattern and the corresponding envelopes of the propagation vector field are presented. There, it can be
Fig. 14. Four-point bending test for a double-notched beam: (left) crack pattern and (right) isothermal lines.
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tracking algorithm.5.2. Rectangular plate with two geometrical imperfections
This is a theoretical test illustrating the ability of the proposed methodology to capture com-
plex failure mechanisms involving multiple discontinuities interacting with each other. A similar
test was done in [8] using a viscoplastic model and a remeshing technology to capture strain locali-
zation.
The dimensions of the specimen, the boundary conditions and the considered finite element mesh are
shown in Fig. 15. The plane strain case was considered with the following material properties: E ¼ 3 106
Pa, ru ¼ 1 103 Pa, m ¼ 0:3, Gf ¼ 0:01 N/m. The very low, artificial, value considered for the fracture
energy Gf induces a particular structural response which, in addition to the classical limit point, also
exhibits several turning points that translate into sudden changes in the deformation and failure modes.
In Fig. 16 the global response curve (horizontal rxx vs. displacement d), corresponding to the point A in
Fig. 15, is presented together with the evolution of the active (opening) cracks for different stages of the
analysis. At the initial stages (a) and (b) a failure mode, characterized by four cracks initiating at both
openings, develops. After the peak load, and coinciding with the first snap back, a sudden change of failure
mode takes place (stages (c), (d), and (e)) and the cracks at the right-hand side opening arrest. The second
turning point develops those cracks emerging from the left-hand side opening (stage (f)). In stages (g) and
(h), at the third turning point, a new change of failure mode results into arresting the lower of those cracks
and fully developing the upper one.Fig. 15. Rectangular plate with two openings. Geometry and finite element mesh.
Fig. 16. Rectangular plate with two openings. rxx-imposed displacement curve and active fracture pattern for different stages of the
deformation process.
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The final goal of failure mechanics is to consider the structural failure as a unique physical fact, inde-
pendently of the variety of causes responsible for the collapse. In this sense, local and global failure (from
material and geometrical non-linearities) should be, in many cases, considered together in a coupled
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continuum, it appears that a material failure approach also set in this continuum format would be pref-
erable to combine both types of failure. Besides, one could find additional advantages in continuum
material failure tools for identification of material properties from the ‘‘smeared’’ data obtained in labo-
ratory tests. Furthermore, implementation of continuum material failure models in existing non-linear
analysis codes appears easier and more natural than the discrete ones.
This work has intended to step in this direction. Throughout this paper a continuum approach to
material failure in a strong discontinuity setting has been presented. Its main feature is that a continuum
format is kept in both the continuum bulk and the discontinuity interface of the material. The activation,
via a chosen local failure criterion, of the strong discontinuity kinematics at the discontinuity interfaces
induces the fulfillment of a discrete traction–separation law, which turns out to be a projection of the
continuum dissipative constitutive model onto the discontinuity interface, and connects the approach with
the discrete failure mechanics. However this separation law is never explicitly derived nor implemented in
the simulation code, but inherited from the particular family of continuum models that is considered in the
continuum format. In that sense the approach is completely general and can be applied to any continuum
constitutive model. Moreover, although only infinitesimal strain kinematics has been considered here, its
extension to finite strains can also be done in a very similar manner [24].
As for numerical aspects, the approach can be inserted in any spatial discretization scheme, and, in
particular, it can take advantage of the recent developments in terms of finite elements with embedded
discontinuities to capture displacement jumps. In this context, the classic drawbacks of lack of mesh size and
mesh bias objectivity can be totally removed. On the other side, and since the discontinuities are embedded in
finite elements, there is no intrinsic limitation in terms of the maximum size of the finite element mesh, the
computational cost can be kept moderate and even remeshing is not intrinsically necessary.
However, and as in more traditional methods, the computational treatment, in terms of the discontinuity
path tracking, can become cumbersome if classical propagation algorithms, that work very well for a single
discontinuity, are intended to be extended to the multiple fractures case. Also the extension of one single
crack model to 3D cases presents many difficulties.
In this work an alternative, in terms of a global tracking algorithm has been presented. The idea is to
perform an additional computation at every time step of the analysis to determine, at once, all the can-
didates to be discontinuity paths. Then, with this information in hand, selecting the real ones becomes an
easier task. The presented heat conduction-like algorithm to compute the envelopes of the propagation
vector field, is simple (it involves very well known physical concepts), computationally efficient (it implies a
linear analysis with one degree of freedom per node, the temperature, on the same mesh than for the
mechanical analysis) and it is easy to implement (trivial in a thermo-mechanical code like the one used in
this work [6]).Acknowledgements
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